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The two deinstitutionalizations: dismantling large 
institutions and criticizing the (loss of) institutional
dynamics



French mental health policy (1945-1980): creating new 
institutions rather than organizing
deinstitutionalization



What sorts of organizations have been created to 
complement or replace psychiatric hospitals?



Rather than contingent adaptation, change oriented by 
a vision of what organizations should be



Supported flats



Subletting a flat to a person and organizing care



« Accompagner » : no medical care, but some medical
surveillance as well as a range of activities;  coordinations 
with other services and professionals



FINESS: Fichier National des Etablissements Sanitaires 
et Sociaux







A diversity of fundings: direct funding from disability or 
housing policies; grants from hospitals, from
foundations; indirect funding through the social welfare
benefits distributed to clients



A wide range of managing organizations: hospital, 
associations, non profit corporations; small and large 
associations: from 0 to 18 000 employees



The diffusion of a model: 

1970: first initiatives (therapeutic flats) in the 
framework of secteur psychiatry

1980-1990: diffusion of the initiatives: aids, drug use; 
similar models in housing and poverty law; importation 
of supported housing schemes in disability law

2000-2010: convergences of the model: emphasis on 
rights to housing in mental health and disability policy; 
awareness of the pregnance of mental health problems
among homeless and poor people



Characterizing supported flats as organization

1. Are part of a network of services: do not work alone; 
several types of relationship to other services

2. Are local: created from local arrangements between
actors from psychiatry, housing, poverty

3. Informal rather than formal regulation: role of 
clients in managing the service

4. Small in size: never more than a few dozen clients



How were these organizations created? 



The 1970 critique: rationalizing and humanizing
organisations



Contradictory measures and diverging agendas:

1. Integrating or distributing organizations

2. Emergence of competing organizational schemes in 
given sectors: mental health policies, housing
policies

3. Controlling association or enforcing their
independance

4. …



The new consensus, 2000-2020

1. Services should be specialized; hence coordination 
problems

2. Services should be organized at the local level: a new 
geography of plans

3. The triumph of human rights (housing rights, right 
to decide for one’s treatment…)

4. Innovation and experimentation as a way to regulate
professional practices



Conclusion



Is there still a mental health policy?



Reconstructing the dynamics of organizational change


